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Extensively illustrated and liberally laced with clinically helpful tools, Clinical Adult Neurology is
an affordable reference for all clinicians and residents. With emphasis on diagnostic tools and
strategies as well as management pearls and perils, Clinical Adult Neurology will meet the
needs of all health care practitioners caring for patients with neurologic disorders. The book is
organized into three sections, with Section 1 covering all aspects of neurologic evaluation,
Section 2 describing common clinical problems in neurology, and Section 3 discussing all
aspects of neurologic diseases. All sections and chapters emphasize the clinical approach to
the patient with consistently useful pedagogical tools, including Features tables for diagnostic
help with all neurologic diseases, Pearls and Perils boxes that represent pithy distillations of
clinical wisdom from leading experts, Key Clinical Questions boxes that help clinicians frame
patient diagnosis and management; and annotated bibliographies that highlight the most
important references for further study. The book's organization, format, and features all stress
the efficient and well-rationed use of medical care for patients with neurologic disease.
Succinct content presentations make all information easy to locate and digest. The format will
also be a helpful tool for those preparing for examinations. Highlights include: An emphasis on
diagnosis, management, and all pertinent clinical issues Heavily illustrated Contributions by the
foremost experts on all aspects of neurologic diseases Extensive use of clinically helpful
tables, charts, and boxes with practical advice on all aspects of diagnosis and management
A much-needed overview of the state of the art of hyperbranched polymers The last two
decades have seen a surge of interest in hyperbranched polymers due to their ease of
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synthesis on a large scale and their promising applications in diverse fields, from medicine to
nanotechnology. Written by leading scientists in academia and industry, this book provides for
the first time a comprehensive overview of the topic, bringing together in one complete volume
a wealth of information previously available only in articles scattered across the literature.
Drawing on their work at the cutting edge of this dynamic area of research, the authors cover
everything readers need to know about hyperbranched polymers when designing highly
functional materials. Clear, thorough discussions include: How irregular branching affects
polymer properties and their potential applications Important theoretical basics, plus a useful
summary of characterization techniques How hyperbranched polymers compare with
dendrimers as well as linear polymers Future trends in the synthesis and application of
hyperbranched polymers Geared to novices and experts alike, Hyperbranched Polymers is a
must-have resource for anyone working in polymer architectures, polymer engineering, and
functional materials. It is also useful for scientists in related fields who need a primer on the
synthesis, theory, and applications of hyperbranched polymers.
This Third Edition of the classic, best-selling polymer science textbook surveys theory and
practice of all major phases of polymer science, engineering, and technology, including
polymerization, solution theory, fractionation and molecular-weight measurement, solid-state
properties, structure-property relationships, and the preparation, fabrication and properties of
commercially-important plastics, fibers, and elastomers.
Textbook of Polymer ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons
No other book on the market today can match the 30-year success of Halliday, Resnick and
Walker's Fundamentals of Physics! In a breezy, easy-to-understand style the book offers a
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solid understanding of fundamental physics concepts, and helps readers apply this conceptual
understanding to quantitative problem solving. This book offers a unique combination of
authoritative content and stimulating applications. Before you buy, make sure you are getting
the best value and all the learning tools you'll need to succeed in your course. If your professor
requires eGrade Plus, you can purchase it now at no additional cost.With this special eGrade
Plus package you get the new text--no highlighting, no missing pages, no food stains -- and a
registration code to eGrade Plus, a suite of effective learning tools to help you get a better
grade. All this, in one convenient package!eGrade Plus gives you:A complete online version of
the textbookEmbedded keyword links to important terms for each chapter200 Interactive
LearningWare problems, which focus on developing problem-solving skillsPhysics Mathskills,
which reviews key mathematical concepts50 interactive simulationsThe Student Study
GuideWeb links to related physics sitesAnd More!eGrade Plus is a powerful online tool that
provides students with an integrated suite of teaching and learning resources and an online
version of the text in one easy-to-use website.
According with the Alps and Carpathian Conventions, the European Landscape Convention,
and the Birds, and Habitats Directives the research project "Access2Mountain", illustrated in
this book, aims to promote the improvement of the accessibility in mountain areas, as a crucial
factor for their social, economic and cultural sustainable development, with particular regard for
tourism. In the meanwhile, it aims to enlight methods, models and tools for the containment
and the reduction of negative impacts of traffic, infrastructures and tourist flows on the
environment, landscape and natural-cultural heritage, particularly in the most sensitive areas of
South-East Europe. The landscape vision becomes the way to approach the analysis,
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interpretation and design. It requires a trans-scale dimension, movingfrom the local level, to the
environmental component, the interested context and the model region. The final output is a
"system of thinking" for the decision makingprocesses in sensitive mountain landscapes.

Pleural effusions, left and right heart dysfunction, mediastinal nodal pathology,
and pulmonary embolism are just a few of the many thoracic diseases which can
be diagnosed with the help of ultrasound techniques! Chest sonography has
become an established procedure in the stepwise imaging diagnosis of
pulmonary, cardiac, and pleural disease. It is the method of choice for many
diseases and allows the investigator to make an unequivocal diagnosis without
exposing the patient to costly and stressful procedures. This book, volume 37 in
the well-known Progress in Respiratory Research series, presents the state of
the art in clinical chest ultrasonography. As implied by its title, it covers all
aspects of ultrasound involving the chest, at the same time differentiating
between routine and emergency procedures. Basic elements such as indications,
investigational techniques and imaging artifacts are detailed in separate
chapters. The large number of excellent illustrations and the compact text provide
concise and easy-to-assimilate information about the diagnostic procedure. Apart
from the printed still pictures, the book comes with a complimentary online
repository containing a variety of key videos. Each chapter presents an
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autonomous concise overview of indications, methods, diagnoses and pitfalls and
can be used as a systematic review. It is written by leading experts as a guide by
clinicians for clinicians and is a must for physicians, pulmonologists, intensivists,
as well as all doctors with an interest in chest medicine.
This classic work explores the vast differences between oral and literate cultures
offering a very clear account of the intellectual, literary and social effects of
writing, print and electronic technology. In the course of his study, Walter J. Ong
offers fascinating insights into oral genres across the globe and through time, and
examines the rise of abstract philosophical and scientific thinking. He considers
the impact of orality-literacy studies not only on literary criticism and theory but on
our very understanding of what it is to be a human being, conscious of self and
other. This is a book no reader, writer or speaker should be without.
Do your ears burn whenever you eat hot chile peppers? Does your face
immediately flush when you drink alcohol? Does your stomach groan if you are
exposed to raw milk or green fava beans? If so, you are probably among the onethird of the world's human population that is sensitive to certain foods due to your
genes' interactions with them. Formerly misunderstood as "genetic disorders,"
many of these sensitivities are now considered to be adaptations that our
ancestors evolved in response to the dietary choices and diseases they faced
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over millennia in particular landscapes. They are liabilities only when we are "out
of place," on globalized diets depleted of certain chemicals that triggered
adaptive responses in our ancestors. In Why Some Like It Hot, an award-winning
natural historian takes us on a culinary odyssey to solve the puzzles posed by
"the ghosts of evolution" hidden within every culture and its traditional cuisine. As
we travel with Nabhan from Java and Bali to Crete and Sardinia, to Hawaii and
Mexico, we learn how various ethnic cuisines formerly protected their traditional
consumers from both infectious and nutrition-related diseases. We also bear
witness to the tragic consequences of the loss of traditional foods, from adultonset diabetes running rampant among 100 million indigenous peoples to the
historic rise in heart disease among individuals of northern European descent. In
this, the most insightful and far-reaching book of his career, Nabhan offers us a
view of genes, diets, ethnicity, and place that will forever change the way we
understand human health and cultural diversity. This book marks the dawning of
evolutionary gastronomy in a way that may save and enrich millions of lives.
This volume brings us closer to the dynamics of the educational world, especially
students, from a wide range of national and regional scenarios, with a special
focus on Europe and Latin America. In this way, a plural panorama is shown, in
which the stories centered on the usual protagonists of the 1968 processes are
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accompanied by other scenarios, often considered secondary, but which this
volume inserts in a more general story that helps us understand how the
processes of the 60s were not concrete or national, but got an absolute regional
and global significance. We see a complex process of transnational demand that
ranged from Eastern Europe, included in the Soviet bloc, to the very heart of the
Western Hemisphere, with the United States as the main axis, passing through
the politically varied Western Europe, submitted to the same processes and
cultural influences. In this sense, to the works that deal with the United States
and France, are added others focused on Italy, Spain and Brazil, as priority focus
areas, together with other European and Latin American landscapes: Great
Britain, Portugal, Greece, Slovakia, Hungary, Chile, Uruguay and Mexico, without
missing, in addition, the case of one of the most unique actors on the
international scene: the State of Israel. With this volume, we want to continue
advancing in the knowledge of the educational world of the second half of the
20th century. Great are the challenges of this world at the beginning of the 21st
century and many of them were already evident in 1968. Others have
materialized as a result of those events. To confront both of them, we must first
identify and analyze them, as well as being aware of their magnitude. We hope
that all this work can contribute to this aim.
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A systems approach to understanding and minimizing the causes of low back
pain in the workplace Low back pain affects 80% of the population at some point
during their lifetime; it is responsiblefor over 40% of the compensation costs for
work-related injuries. This book provides an understanding of the mechanisms
influencing low back pain in the workplace and indicates how low back pain might
be prevented, saving employers extraordinary amounts in medical costs and
protecting workers from the most common on-the-job injury. With a unique,
multidisciplinary perspective that shows how various influences or risk factors
can be considered collectively, The Working Back: A Systems View: Explains
basic concepts in anatomy and physiology that are essential to understanding
and preventing low back pain Provides a systems perspective on the
occupational causes of back pain, not only addressing factors such as spine
loading, but also considering the potential impact of psychosocial and
organizational interactions, genetics, and physiology Discusses implementing
preventive engineering and administrative controls and integrating risk
interventions into the workplace Offers an expert analysis of current medical
research on low back pain in one comprehensive, accessible reference This book
gives readers the knowledge to assess a work environment and prescribe
effective interventions. It is a hands-on reference for ergonomists, manufacturing
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engineers, process engineers, industrial engineers and managers, safety
engineers, nurses, therapists, chiropractors, physicians, and workers with back
pain. It is also an excellent resource for graduate or undergraduate students of
kinesiology, physiology, ergonomics, physical therapy, nursing, industrial design,
engineering, and general medicine.
Almost every modern manufacturing process relies on industrial gases, and sales
of such gases are expected to rise by around 45% over the next five years. Here,
experienced and authoritative experts from one of the two world's largest
producer of industrial gases impart their knowledge on atmospheric, noble and
synthesized gases, carbon dioxide, LNG, acetylene and other fuel gases, as well
as special and medical gases. Modern applications, e.g., the use of hydrogen in
fuel cells, are included as well. This practical text is rounded off by a section on
logistics.
Central to caring professions such as teaching is the need to notice and be
sensitive to the experiences of pupils and teachers. Starting from this position,
Researching Your Own Practice demonstrates that in order to develop your
professional practice you must first develop your own sensitivities and
awareness. One must be attuned to fresh possibilities when they are needed and
be alert to such a need through awareness of what is happening at any given
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time. By giving a full explanation of this theory and a guide to its implementation,
this book provides a practical approach to becoming more methodical and
systematic in professional development. It also gives the reader a basis for
turning professional development into practitioner research, as well as giving
advice on how noticing can be used to improve any research, or be used as a
research paradigm in its own right. The discipline of noticing is a groundbreaking
approach to professional development and research, based upon noticing a
possibility for the future, noticing a possibility in the present moment and
reflecting back on what has been noticed before in order to prepare for the future.
John Mason, one of the discipline's most authoritative exponents, provides us
here with a clear, persuasive and practical guide to its understanding and
implementation.
This book consists of the Student's Book without answers with CD-ROM which
contain all the material for the listening activities. It 10 topic-based units which
contains speaking activities. The CD-ROM contains skills, grammar, vocabulary
and listening exercises.
The first book to document the early photographs of the famous and enigmatic
film director Stanley Kubrick (1928 - 99). A fascinating account of American
urban life including celebrities such as Leonard Bernstein, Kubrick documents a
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range of human emotion. Includes many never-before-seen photographs taken
from 1945 - 50 and others not seen since their original publication in Look
magazine. Sheds new light on Kubrick's apprenticeship and his early search for
complex image compositions and dramatic narratives as developed in his films A
Clockwork Orange and 2001: A Space Odyssey
This volume comprises the authoritative work from the International Committee
for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage – the international group dedicated
to industrial archaeology and heritage – detailing the latest approaches to the
conservation of the global industrial heritage. With contributions from over thirty
specialists in archaeology and industrial heritage, Industrial Heritage Re-tooled
establishes the first set of comprehensive best practices for the management,
conservation, and interpretation of historical industrial sites. This book:-defines
the meaning and scope of industrial heritage within an international
context;-addresses the identification and conservation of the material remains of
industry;-covers subjects as diverse as documentation and recording of industrial
heritage, industrial tourism, and the teaching of industrial heritage in museums,
schools, and universities.
From “one of our most original writers” (Kathryn Schulz, New York magazine)
comes an expansive and exacting book—firmly grounded but elegant, often
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hilarious, and always inquisitive—about travel, unexpected awareness, and the
questions we ask when we step outside ourselves. Geoff Dyer’s restless
search—for what? is unclear, even to him—continues in this series of fascinating
adventures and pilgrimages: with a tour guide who may not be a tour guide in the
Forbidden City in Beijing; with friends in New Mexico, where D. H. Lawrence
famously claimed to have had his “greatest experience from the outside world”;
with a hitchhiker picked up on the way from White Sands; with Don Cherry (or a
photo of him, at any rate) at the Watts Towers in Los Angeles. Weaving stories
about places to which he has recently traveled with images and memories that
have persisted since childhood, Dyer tries “to work out what a certain place—a
certain way of marking the landscape—means; what it’s trying to tell us; what we
go to it for.” With 4 pages of full-color illustrations.
The remarkable story of a "talking" chimp, a leading scientist, and the profound
insights they have uncovered about our species He has been featured in cover
stories in Time, Newsweek, and National Geographic, and has been the subject
of a "NOVA" documentary. He is directly responsible for discoveries that have
forced the scientific community to recast its thinking about the nature of the mind
and the origins of language. He is Kanzi, an extraordinary bonobo chimpanzee
who has overturned the idea that symbolic language is unique to our species.
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This is the moving story of how Kanzi learned to converse with humans and the
profound lessons he has taught us about our animal cousins, and ourselves. ". . .
The underlying thesis is informative and well argued . . . Savage-Rumbaugh's
results are impressive." — The Washington Post "This popular, absorbing, and
controversial account is recommended." — Library Journal
Now revised with a stronger emphasis on applications and more problems, this new Fourth
Edition gives readers the opportunity to analyze, design, and evaluate linear circuits right from
the start. The book's abundance of design examples, problems, and applications, promote
creative skills and show how to choose the best design from several competing solutions. *
Laplace first. The text's early introduction to Laplace transforms saves time spent on
transitional circuit analysis techniques that will be superseded later on. Laplace transforms are
used to explain all of the important dynamic circuit concepts, such as zero state and zero-input
responses, impulse and step responses, convolution, frequency response, and Bode plots, and
analog filter design. This approach provides students with a solid foundation for follow-up
courses.
This innovative volume focuses on tourism through the twin lenses of cultural theory and
cultural geography. Presenting a set of innovative case studies on tourist places around the
world, the contributors explore the paradoxes of the tourist experience and the implications of
these paradoxes for our broader understanding of modern identity as simultaneously grounded
and mobile. The book examines how tourism reveals the paradoxical ways that places are both
mobile and rooted, real and fake, inhabited by those who are simultaneously insiders and
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outsiders, and both subjectively experienced and objectively viewed. This rich blend of
empirical and theoretical analysis will be invaluable for cultural geographers, anthropologists,
and sociologists of tourism.
Imparts the similarities and differences between ratified and condensed matter, classical and
quantum systems as well as real and ideal gases. Presents the quasi-thermodynamic theory of
gas-liquid interface and its application for density profile calculation within the van der Waals
theory of surface tension. Uses inductive logic to lead readers from observation and facts to
personal interpretation and from specific conclusions to general ones.
The applications of topological techniques for understanding molecular structures have
become increasingly important over the past thirty years. In this topology text, the reader will
learn about knot theory, 3-dimensional manifolds, and the topology of embedded graphs, while
learning the role these play in understanding molecular structures. Most of the results that are
described in the text are motivated by questions asked by chemists or molecular biologists,
though the results themselves often go beyond answering the original question asked. There is
no specific mathematical or chemical prerequisite; all the relevant background is provided. The
text is enhanced by nearly 200 illustrations and more than 100 exercises. Reading this
fascinating book, undergraduate mathematics students can escape the world of pure abstract
theory and enter that of real molecules, while chemists and biologists will find simple, clear but
rigorous definitions of mathematical concepts they handle intuitively in their work.
Aimed at tourism agencies, students of tourism and local government agencies, this book
explains how to adopt a strategic marketing plan that will enable places to adapt and conquer
the ever-evolving world marketplace.
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Introduction to Macromolecular Science provides a broad introduction to polymer science,
including polymer structure, techniques for synthesis, properties in solution, and the technology
of polymeric materials. This revised Second Edition presents up-to-date information on the
newest aspects of polymer science, as well as expanded, comprehensive treatments of
foundational techniques and theories. Additionally, each chapter concludes with a list of
references for further research, a set of review questions, and a list of theoretical derivations
and numerical problems. Other new features of this edition include: Coverage of recent
synthetic procedures for polymers, such as living radical and cationic polymerizations, group
transfer polymerization, polymerizations using metallocene and metathesis catalysts, and
syntheses leading to dendrimers Expanded material on separation techniques and the
technological facets of polymer processing An introduction to the techniques used for studying
the structure of nucleic acids Techniques for studying polymer surfaces and polymeric
membranes Topics such as polymer nomenclature, liquid crystalline polymers, and block
copolymer micelles Introduction to Macromolecular Science, Second Edition is an essential
volume for students and scholars of chemistry and chemical engineering, as well as polymer
researchers, chemists, and chemical engineers in government and industry.
In recent years we have seen a number of dramatic discoveries within the biological and
related sciences. Traditional arguments such as "nature versus nurture" are rapidly
disappearing because of the realization that just as we are affecting our environments, so too
do these altered environments restructure our cognitive abilities and outlooks. If the biological
and technological breakthroughs are promising benefits such as extended life expectancies,
these same discoveries also have the potential to improve in significant ways the quality of our
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built environments. This poses a compelling challenge to conventional architectural theory...
This is the first book to consider these new scientific and humanistic models in architectural
terms. Constructed as a series of five essays around the themes of beauty, culture, emotion,
the experience of architecture, and artistic play, this book draws upon a broad range of
discussions taking place in philosophy, psychology, biology, neuroscience, and anthropology,
and in doing so questions what implications these discussions hold for architectural design.
Drawing upon a wealth of research, Mallgrave argues that we should turn our focus away from
the objectification of architecture (treating design as the creation of objects) and redirect it back
to those for whom we design: the people inhabiting our built environments.
Revolutionary essays on design, aesthetics and materialism - from one of the great masters of
modern architecture Adolf Loos, the great Viennese pioneer of modern architecture, was a
hater of the fake, the fussy and the lavishly decorated, and a lover of stripped down, clean
simplicity. He was also a writer of effervescent, caustic wit, as shown in this selection of essays
on all aspects of design and aesthetics, from cities to glassware, furniture to footwear,
architectural training to why 'the lack of ornament is a sign of intellectual power'. Translated by
Shaun Whiteside With an epilogue by Joseph Masheck
The new Handbook on Basics of Coating Technology is a classic reference recently updated
with 18 years worth of new technology, standards, and developments in the worldwide coating
industry. This is an indispensable reference for anyone in the industry. Whether you are
involved in traditional processes or the most innovative, this handbook will be a critical addition
to your daily routine. Full of color images, graphs, and figures, the handbook comes complete
with standard tables, general classification figures, definitions, and an extensive keyword
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index. Both engineers and technicians will find the answers they need within its pages. Instead
of solving problems "after the fact," this handbook helps avoiding them in the first place, saving
time and money. This reference also gives beginners and practically oriented readers a
journey through the different coating segments clearly illustrated with lots of pictures. It also
outlines the social changes in the industry concerning environmental compatibility and
toxicology which have seriously affected product development.
Harlem is flourishing. Many say a second Renaissance is happening above 120th Street.
Magic Johnson opened a major theater, Bill Clinton has centered his post-presidential offices
there, countless homes have been restored to their former glory, and, not without controversy,
many whites are flocking to the neighborhood. But what will this gentrification do to Harlem,
and how will it change life for Harlem's longtime residents? As communities and businesses
struggle with differing motivations and needs, David Maurrasse looks at ways they can work
together to form partnerships. Listening to Harlem offers an exciting portrait of the struggles
confronting one of America's most important neighborhoods. This engaging read will appeal to
anyone with an interest in how the neighborhood is faring today, as well as those involved
professionally and socially in urban development.
Recoge: 1. Why Europe needs to act - 2. Harnessing new modes of learning and teaching to
modernise higher education - 3. Challenges and how they can be addressed - 4.
Recommendations - 5. Selective glossary of terminology - 6. Acknowledgements - 7. Members
of the group.
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